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3 Claim. 

This invention relates to photo-engraving and 
more particularly to improvements in the making 
of half-tone plates. 

Heretofore in the etching of metal half-tone 
plates, the so-called “dragon blood powder” 
process has been extensively utilized by news 

' papers, engravers and the like. The time re 
quired for etching has been considerable and the 
several applications of the powder and the brush 
ing of the same seriously menaces the health of 
the engravers. Furthermore, with the powder 
method and other etching methods heretofore 
practiced it has not been possible vto obtain sum 
cient vdepth in the middle tone and shadow'pon 
tions of the plates or clear cut and regularly 
out high light portions. 

It is an object of my invention to provide a 
simple and improved method for making half 
tone plates which may be easily and economi 
cally carried out; which will reduce the time re 
quired to make successful metal plates and the 
like to approximately one-third (‘/3) of the time 
now consumed in the powder method, and which 
will produce nearly perfect high light, middle 
tone and shadow portions on the plate. 

It is a further object to provide a materially 
improved half-tone plate wherein the etching is 
substantially perfect, clear cut and regularly 
formed and which will not adhere to the mats 
and which will produce accurate impressions and 
have substantially longer life than plates pro. 
duced ‘by methods extensively utilized at this 
time. 
A more speci?c object is the provision of a 

“cold top” half-tone etching method wherein a 
film of acid resisting ink is uniformly rolled upon 
the plate once or oftener during the “bites” or 
etching steps and is caused because of the man 
ner in which applied and the manner in which 
the plate is treated to flow uniformly about the 
shoulders of the high lights, middle tones and 
shadows of the plate,‘ producing clear, cut, 
pyramidal cups and assuring the depth to the 
middle tone and shadow portions of the plate. 
These and other objects and‘ advantages of the 

invention will be more fully set‘ forth in the 
following description made in connection with 
the accompanying drawing, in which like refer 
ence characters refer to similar parts throughout 
the several views, and wherein:— ' 

Fig. 1 is a cross section on a greatly magni?ed 
scale of a portion of a half-tone plate produced . 
with my improved method, and 

Fig. 2 is a similar enlarged cross section of a 

(Cl. 41-43) 
half-tone plate produced by thev well known 
"dragon blood” powder method. ' 
with my method the sensitized metal plate I 

usually constructed of zinc is printed or prepared 
from the negative in the usual manner. This 5 
plate is then treated with acid for 'a very short 
period, preferably not over a minute and I prefer 
to carry out. this step in the conventional etch 
ing machine with the plate disposed horizontally 
and face downward. This gives su?lcient depth 
around the dots or printing elements to enable 
the second step of my method to be successfully 
carried out. The plate is then washed with water 
to remove the acid therefrom. After the brief 
etching step or “first bite”, the plate is .disposed 15 
horizontally face up on a suitable support and I 
roll upon the face of this plate a very thin ?lm 
of acid resisting ink. The ink is preferably ap 
plied by a large roller of greater length than the 
width of the plate and the ink may be supplied 
to the roller by a suitable pad or the like. ‘It is 
essential that the acid-resisting ink utilized have 
adequate viscosity when heated for uniformly 
?owing about the shoulders of the impression 
portions and it is also essential that the ink dry 
or harden rapidly when the plate is cooled. While 
several different compositions have been used 
by me successfully and my method is in no sense 
limited to the use of the preparation here dis 
closed, I have found the following mixture satis 
factory for the purposes intended. ' 7 
One and one-half (11/2) pounds of Litho black 

is first mixed with three-fourths (3/4) ounces' 
of wool fat, this mixture constituting one part 
of the preparation. The second part is made 
up of one-half (1/2) ounce of beeswax and one 
(1) ounce of castor oil, thoroughly mixed to 
gether. Then the two parts, independently pre 
pared, are thoroughly mixed together and heat 
ed until the consistency of cream is obtained. 
Thereafter a teaspoonful of pulverized asphaltum 
is added to the mixture and thoroughly mixed 
therewith. ' 

Immediately after the ?rst rolling, the plate is 
heated for a few seconds to melt and thin the ink 
and the plate is preferably disposed in horizon 
tal position while being heated. Uniform heat 
ing of the plate is desired in order that uniform 
thinning and melting of the ink be assured and 
for accomplishing this uniform application of 50 
heat to all parts of the plate through the medium 
of a metal slab or top is desirable. The small 
period of time for heating is controlled in such 
manner that the ink will have time to uniformly‘ 
?ow over the shoulders of the impression por- 55 
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j sired. It is impossible with the powder method‘ 
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, tions but will-not reach or cover the 

2 
. _ bottoms of 

the depressions o! the plate. ‘After the requisite 
heating the plate is very quickly chilled by appli 
cationinhoriaontalpositicntoacoldpador 
other chilling medium which causes the, ink to 
very quickly harden-‘with the shoulders of the 
impression portions nicely covered and the bot-‘ 
tomsoithedepuncovemv'l‘hcplateisy 
thenreturnedtotheetchingmachine'disposed 
horizontally and face downward and treated 
with the acid for a period of ‘from one (1) to 

threetimes. Theapplicationofinkisrepea 
ifthisisdesirableinthemannerpreviouslyde 
scribed, carebeingtakento?rstwashoi! 
acidandtheplateisagainplacedintheetch 
ingmachine'asbeforedescri 
amount of time to etch to 

of openness inthe high lisht'nesative. . 
Withmymethodthe siseoi thedotsandthe 

depth of the depressions maybe accurately con 
trolled by examining the plate from time to time 
with a glass and continuing the etching as do 

or other methods known by me to control the 
,depth of the cups'and reduction of the dots. - 

After thedesired reduction and depths are ob 
tained, a "snapbi " is usually given the plate, 
usually not over twenty-?ve (25) to thirty (30) 
seconds application of the ‘etching machine. This 
straightens up the side walls forming the high 

' lilhts. ' . 

The plate is then washed with benaol to com 
pletely remove the ink and is then ready for use. 
With my ‘improved method as described the 

acid resistant is' very perfectly and-uniformly 
applied to the portions of-the plate desired. The 
uniform ?owoi the‘ ink, alter application to the 
high points or face of the plate, protects the 

‘ 4'5 shoulders of the dots. prevents imder-cutting in 
Y ~ thesubsequent acidtreatingstepsandstillleaves, 

the, bottoms of; cups or depressions uncov 
ered. The cups io'rmed in the high light-portions 

"of the plate are of symmetricah-pyramidal'form 
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de?ned by smoothj'sin-iaces The. de 
pressions in the middle tome and shadow portions 
of the plate are'deep and smoothlyand regularly 
formed, as illustrated in the drawing,'l"lg.i l. ‘ 
' An inspection of‘ Fig. 2 shows the dei'ectsand 
irregularities in plates produced by the well 
known “dragon blood" powder process.,»‘ The . 

- brushing oi’ thepowder in diiierent directings 
- upon the plate is-not uniform and ?lls up-the’ 

so that it is impossible to obtain deep 
cups in the middle tone or shadow portions. The 
surfaces formed by the etching, because 0! the 
irregularities in the powdcrqand the lack of uni 
form distribution are rough and adhere to mate 
i’orme'd ‘from such plates. Fig. 2 clearlyillus 
trates'the'average zinc plate which is formed by 

T t the powder method. > 

With my improved plate, substantially perfect 
mats may be produced and the mats spring free . 
oi’ the plates and bear sharp impressionaY 
Through my ‘method very excellent middle tones 
and shadows can be produced in the subsequent 
printing and the size 01' the dots and the depth 
and size of the depressions may be controlled 
according to the wishes of the engraver. 
‘as a result of exhaustive tests I have ascer 

tained thatsubstantially perfect half-tone plates 
may be completely-etched, ready for printing or 
for making mats in approximately one-third the 
time required with the old "dragon blood" pow 
der method. _ 

What is claimed is: 
1. The method of etching a metal half-tone 

10 

plate which consists in ?rst subjecting a plate , 
which has been printed from a negative to a 
very short preliminary acid treatment for the 
purpose ofv slightly depressing the portions sur 

, rounding the impression portions. then uniform 
ly applying by roller action a thin ?lm of acid 
resisting ?uid, heating the plate disposed face 
up inhorizontal position for a very short inter 
val to melt and thin the ?uid and to permit the 
?uid to ?ow uniformly over the shoulders of the 
impression portions, then quickly chilling , the 
plate ‘to harden the ?uid before it can flow over 
the bottom portions of the depressions and then 
subjecting the plate to a longer treatment of acid 

ing depth. " 
2. The method of etching a metal half-tone 

plate which consists in ?rst subjecting aplate 
which has beenprinted'from a. negative to a 
very short preliminary acid treatment for the 
purpose of slightly depressing the portions sur 
rounding the impression portions, then uniform 
vly applying, by roller action, a thin ?lm of acid 
resisting ?uid to the treated plate, thinning the 
-?lm of acid-resisting ?uid-with the plate dis 
posed face up in horizontal position and then 
quickly hardening the ?uid before, it can ?ow. 
over the bottom portions of the ‘depressions and 
then subjecting the plate to a longer treatment 
or acid for the purpose of producing the desired 
printing depth. . . 

- 3. The method of etching a metal half-tone 
plate which consists in i'lrstv subjecting a plate 
which, has been printed from a negative to a 
very short preliminary acid treatment for the 
purpose of slightly depressing the portions. sur-v 
rounding the impression portions, then uniform 
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.for the purpose of producing" the desired print- ' 
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1y applying a thin ?lm of acid-resisting ?uid to - 
the impression portions of the treated plate, 
heatingthe plate disposed face up ‘in horizontal 
position for a short interval to melt and thin the 
?uidand tov permit the ?uid to ?ow‘ uniformly 
over the shoulders of the impression portions, 
then causing thev ?uid to harden before it can 
?ow over the bottom portions of the impression 
and then subjecting the plate to a longer treat 
ment of acid for the purpose of producing the 
desired printing depth. - 

‘ ERNEST SCHERER. 


